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Contemporary folk pop rock with an edge. Thought provoking, raw and yet completely accessible. Honest

songs with a lot to say. "...this is good stuff, every sentence says so much..." "...a refreshing alternative to

mainstream corporate radio.." 10 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop, ROCK: Folk Rock Details: Thanks for

taking a moment to consider my CD. I have been involved in the Minneapolis area music scene since

1979, performing as a solo guitarist / singer as well as fronting this currrent project, "Darwinfish" with Bob

Wellhoefer as co-writer and co-producer. Bob and I have been collaborating since the late '80's and we

have written many, many songs that we believe are deserving of attention in the music business. We feel

that our music rivals in content and quality that which is out there today and are very excited at the

opportunity to get it out in the public "ear" and hope it is well received. Our influences include Harry

Chapin, The Beatles, Toad The Wet Sprocket, Indigo Girls, John Denver, Todd Snider, Tom Petty, Cat

Stevens, Gordon Lightfoot, Simon And Garfunkel, to name a few. The style of our music falls into many

genres. We believe that simplicity, honesty and the recorded live aspect in our presentation leads to an

overall complexity that draws in the discerning listeners and keeps them there. This is the crux of we are

all about. Over the years a nice fan base has grown. As a matter of fact, many of our listeners sing along

with the songs at the performances. If I suddenly forget the words, there's always a fan that can shout

them up to me. That's when you know you really have something to offer, when your listeners know your

songs as well as you do. Please feel free to contact me at anytime with feedback, questions or booking

information at mike.chevalier@spotsongs.com, spot@spotsongsor darwinfish1@msn.com. Also, please

visit our website, SpotSongs.com. Thanks!!! Michael Chevalier
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